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Chirp-Protect has some unique features that can’t be found on standard EAS 
systems. 

No Gates 
Chirp uses a wireless signal to 
create a perimeter rather than 
physical gates. 

Plug and Play
The only wire in the entire system 
is a single power cable to the 
central hub.

Fully Portable 
Chirp can be used anywhere and 
can even run off of a battery 

Modular System 
Chirp is fully expandable with 
unlimited tags and multiple 
hubs which means you can 
cover large areas with multiple 
products.  

Cannot be Jammed 
Unlike standard EAS systems, 
signal jamming has no effect on 
Chirp. This is because of the 
unique way the tags connect 
with the hub. 

Common uses

• • Small Store Small Store 
Use a single hub to cover the Use a single hub to cover the 
area of a small store area of a small store 

• • Trade Show Trade Show 
Protect the products on your Protect the products on your 
trade show stand trade show stand 

• • Market Stall Market Stall 
Got antiques or other high Got antiques or other high 
value items? Protect them value items? Protect them 
with chirp. with chirp.  

• • Kiosk Kiosk 
Use a single hub to cover your Use a single hub to cover your 
products within a kiosk products within a kiosk 

• • Large Store Large Store 
Connect several hubs together Connect several hubs together 
to cover a larger area to cover a larger area 

• • A Department within a Store A Department within a Store 
Use Chirp to contain  Use Chirp to contain  
merchandise within a certain merchandise within a certain 
area within a larger storearea within a larger store 

The opportunities are endless....The opportunities are endless....

Benefits of chirpBenefits of chirp



Chirp-Protect is a revolutionary new EAS security system that can be 
used almost anywhere. Unlike regular EAS systems, chirp does not  
require any gates. Instead it uses a central hub to emit a wireless  
signal which connects to a series of tags.

If the active tag strays too far from the hub then the alarm within the tag is 
triggered. If the tag is then returned within range of the hub the alarm stops. 

Imagine chicks around a chicken coop, if they stray too far away they start 
chirping....

Know when things stray too far...Know when things stray too far...

More TagsMore Tags

More HubsMore Hubs

More UsersMore Users
The tags are deactivated with a remote control. The  
starter pack comes with one remote control. You might want 
to add more remote controls for other members of your team. 

We realise that in this ever changing world it is a big decision to  
commit to technology. For this reason chirp is available on a lease  
subscription. This gives you the comfort of perpetual warranty, endless support, 
and access to upgrades in products as and when they come along. 

How it WorksHow it Works

The Starter PackageThe Starter Package
We have put together a starter package to help get you set up. Then once 
you are up and running you can always expand your system to suit your 
requirements.  

You just need to decide whether you pay monthly or annually. 

1x Hub (L)

up to 8m Radius

25 Lanyard Tags

1x





24 months





Chirp HubChirp Hub

Hub RangeHub Range

Tags IncludedTags Included

Remote control Remote control 

Perpetual Warranty?Perpetual Warranty?

Free Delivery?Free Delivery?

Lease DurationLease Duration

Upgrades Included?Upgrades Included?

Fully Expandable?Fully Expandable?

Starter Package

Each Hub will support an unlimited number of tags.  
Currently there are 2 types to choose from-

Lanyard Tag - with an option of different cable lengths

Surface Tag - with several ways to attach to products.

Add more hubs to your system to increase the area covered. 
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Pack Image 
to follow

Expanding your SystemExpanding your SystemWhat is chirp?What is chirp?

Visit the website,  e-mail us, or give us a call to find out more.... 

Example shows two hubs overlapped to cover an entire store which 
has a large 8 metre open entrance


